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Abstract
In order to determine the human physical condition according to the conventional tested data

quickly and accurately, in this paper we proposed a trend selection based scalable parallelizable induction
of decision trees algorithm (TESTSPRINT), based on the concept of pure interval and trend selection
method. Based on the basic test data such as height, weight and grip strength, we can create a human
physical condition decision tree quickly; according to the decision tree we can determine human physical
health status quickly. Theoretic analysis and experimental demonstrations show that the algorithms this
paper proposed outperforms existing algorithms in time and space complexity, and it was proved fruitful
applications in the decision human physical health status with high accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Physical data analysis is providing a vital basis in aspects like developing national

physical exercise and improving physical education. It has decided that it’s necessary for us to
offer decision-making support for other decision-related work in analyzing human physical data.
In the past few years, the study in human physical data analysis is focused on the test method
of physical data acquisition and instrument test, but stays general in analysis and statistical in
comparing and verifying correlation for analyzing and processing on test data. Moreover, a lack
of a deeper digging into data mining research and decision-making analysis on the enormous
raw data collected in physical science study is making the deep implicit content hidden in test
data more and more undiscoverable. Though statistics has achieved great obvious
accomplishments in physical science research, it has revealed a lot of limitation on itself in the
process of application data analysis which leads to the dissatisfaction in solving and analyzing
large quantities of realistic test data. With the emergence of data mining technique, a scientific
method of retrieving useful hidden information between data in enormous data set is discovered
[1]. So far, the test on the index of judging human physical situation intuitively is relatively
complex, let alone the high requirement on test method, then a new method is expected that we
could estimate the physical state of subject simply just based on some simple test data in the
actual normal physical state judgment. As a result, this new method has become an important
topic in physical data analysis recently. The decision-making analysis has made a major
breakthrough to this issue. Based on the decision-making method, a decision-making tree is
built to directly determine the human physical data index based on some simple physical index
like height, weight and so on, followed by the verification for the tree’s accuracy with the use of
partial test data. With the accurate tree, some simple measurement indexes are able to rapidly
decide the human physical constitution status.

Yu Daifeng [2] and his fellows took the study based on the grip strength and muscle
strength test data for example and applied the algorithm ID3 to the muscle strength data
analysis which achieved a good effect in the stand-alone environment. But there exists the
following shortages which remains much to be done in enormous data analysis and continuous
data analysis [3].

1) Focused on the selection of features, prefer features with more characteristic value.
But more value does not necessarily optimal, so it is not reasonable.
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2) Sensitive to noise and difficult to control the ratio between positive and negative
examples.

Figure 1. Influence of Noise Data for Decision Analysis

3) It is poor to learn simple logical expression and ID3 decision tree will change when
the training set increases.

Because physical state monitoring data, like grip strength, blood pressure and BWH,
are continuous data, the data in national data analysis is massive. Based on these
disadvantages of ID3 algorithm and advantages of SPRINT algorithm in dealing with massive
data analysis, this paper proposed trend selection based scalable parallelizable induction of
decision trees algorithm, TESTSPRINT in short, to solve these shortages above. Theoretically
and practically, the TESTSPRINT algorithm proposed here has the following advantages:

1) Kept the ability to support multi-CPU feature in SPRINT with low time and space
complexity in dealing with massive data;

2) Introduced the concept of trend selection. Greatly decreased the computation
complexity and online computation expense through pruning on attributes in continuous range
by preprocessing based on trend selection theory.

3) Stayed low time and space expense while remaining high accuracy of physical data
analysis.

This paper has established a solid theoretical foundation for discussing human physical
situation by applying decision-making technique into human physical state analysis based on
former data gathering. The second section firstly introduced the related work in aspects like
human physical data analysis and SPRINT algorithm. The third part has a simple description of
the principles and decision-making method in SPRINT algorithm. The fourth proposed
TESTSPRINT algorithm based on trend selection. The fifth designed an experiment accordingly
to obtain the physical quality standard by rapidly making decision analysis on some basic data
like height, weight, grip strength, step index and so on. Then the accuracy of decision analysis
can be measured by testing BMR value. Finally summary of this paper and prospects of future
work are made.

2. Related Work
2.1. Physical Data Analysis

With the development of computer technique and deep-going of data mining technique,
different scholars have adopted various data mining method to process physical status related
data. Li [4] and his fellows analyzed the feasibility of data mining and data warehouse technique
in analyzing high school physical data from the perspective of decision-making support from
data warehouse. Sang [5] and his fellows applied data mining and logical organon in
researching correlation between different management behaviors of instructors in Sports
College and management effect on students and concluded that dynamically balanced
management behaviors could improve the final effect of management work. Mao [6] and his
fellows combined neutral network data mining and biochemistry index and analyzed the
characteristics of neutral network self-learning to predict sports grades. Mao [7] and his fellows
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combined gray ART aggregation analysis method theory and biochemistry index data to analyze
and predict sports grades. The research provided a base for the quantization of the analysis,
explanation and prediction on athletics stamina, improved the scientifically and intellectuality in
training reserved athletes by coach while offering a scientific basis to adopt different scientific
training program schema according to different athletics status of every athlete. Zhao [8] and his
fellows put the model into analysis and assessment of tactics in sports competition, resulting in
the successful prediction on the key factors in winning the competition. Zhen [9] and his fellows
proposed a gastric cancer clinical medical information analysis application research model
based on decision-making tree, utilized the SPRINT algorithm and constructed a dangerous
factor analysis model of gastric cancer postoperative recurrence [10]. It revealed the chief
dangerous factor of gastric cancer postoperative recurrence through analyzing the model and
looking for the relationship between clinical diagnosis and prognostic.

2.2. SPRINT Algorithm
For the purpose of overcoming the disadvantages of SPRINT algorithm [11], different

scholars listed a series of SPRINT variants from various perspectives which achieved wonderful
effects. Liu [12] and his fellows proposed a numeric attributes processing method based on pure
interval reduction to improve SPRINT. This method divides the range into multiple segments by
using equal-width histogram, reduces between pure intervals and calculates precisely between
non-pure intervals to guarantee splitting accuracy and decrease calculation amount. WU [13]
and his fellows adopted similar method with Liu [12] which got a good result by applying the
improved algorithm into graduation design process management system. Xu [14] and his fellows
suggested a method to find the optimal break point rapidly to overcome the large calculation
amount shortage in SPRINT accordingly. This method used a set of strategies like interval
assessment, filtering and locality search to shrink the search space of SPRINT algorithm
drastically. Peng [15] and his fellows improved the method of finding the optimal break point in
continuous range to solve the large calculation amount in doing this by SPRINT algorithm. The
improved one decreased the quantity of candidate splitting point, so the calculation amount and
time got reduced. Yu [16] and his fellows introduced a dynamic data structure and applied the
SPRINT algorithm in distributed environment, finally decreased the storage space for attribute
list and the time consumed by splitting break point.

3. SPRINT Algorithm
3.1. Basic Idea of SPRINT Algorithm

The basic strategy of constructing decision-making tree is to adopt greedy method by
top-down recursion and divide-and-conquer method. The construction of a decision-making tree
consists of creation stage and pruning stage. The algorithm to construct the tree is as follows:

Figure 2. Decision Tree Building Algorithm

In the algorithm above, set T ,
1T ,

2T each represents a node in the tree, among them

1T ,
2T are two child node of T . The final constructed tree a binary tree. SPRINT pruning

adopted minimum description length principle [17].

Algorithm 1:decision-making tree construction algorithm
Input: trained sample set T
Output: decision-making tree
Step 1: if T satisfies the extension condition, then returns;
Step 2: for every attribute

iA , find
iA ’s value or value set

iV , it will generate an
optimal splitting point for test attribute

iA ;
Step 3: compare every optimal splitting point of the attribute, choose the best one to

divide T into
1T and

2T ;
Step 4: separately recur the decision-making tree of

1T and
2T .
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3.2. Algorithm Implementation
Splitting index is a metric to measure the merit degree of attribute splitting rules. Gini

index is a kind of effective splitting index of searching optimal splitting point which is adopted in
SPRINT algorithm. Suppose there is a data set S which holds n records, these records belong
to c distinct classes, then the Gini value of set S is:

2

1

( ) 1
c

j
j

Gini S p


  (1)

Which m is the number of records in set S , and S belongs to class j . Then /jp m n

If S is divided into two subsets
1S and

2S by the splitting rule cond , then the

measurement value of this rule is marked as ( , )DGini S cond , defined as Equation (2):

1 2
1 2( , ) ( ) ( )D n n

G ini S cond G ini S G ini S
n n

  (2)

Where 1n and 2n each represents the number of records in 1S and 2S .The smaller the value is,
the better the splitting rule is.

For numeric attribute A , its splitting form is A v . As a result, these numeric attributes
can be sorted firstly. Suppose that the sorted result is 1 2 nv v v， ，， , because the splitting can

only happen between two nodes, there exists ( 1)n possibilities. Usually the medium one

1( ) / 2i iv v  is chosen. Choose different splitting point from small to big successively and

choose the one with minimum Gini value as the optimal splitting point.
This method above can find the most accurate splitting point. But for these numeric

attributes, the whole training set should be presorted, then choose the middle point value
between every node as the splitting node to calculate the Gini value. The temporary storage
space consumed in splitting process is triple as the data storage space. The workload is so
heavy that it leads to inefficiency for super large data set especially when there exists many
values for each attribute.

4. SPRINT Algorithm Based on Trend Selection
Obviously the SPRINT algorithm has the shortage that the workload is heavy in

accurately locating optimal splitting point. This paper introduces the pure interval concept in
cited works [12], which splits the training continuous attributes into q segment by using equal-
depth histogram [18], reduces between pure intervals, estimates the possibility of finding the
optimal splitting point between non-pure intervals firstly and go on finding in most-possible
segment. At last, the workload is decreased.

4.1. Basic Definition and Property
Definition 1.  For a numeric attribute, if all records between range[ , ]b tv v belong to the

same class iC , then this range is a pure range.

Theorem 1. If ( )f x is continuous in the range [ , ]a b , and there exists a first-order and
second-order derivative in the range ( , )a b , then:

1) if ''( ) 0f x  in the range ( , )a b ,then ( )f x is concave in the range ( , )a b ;
2) if ''( ) 0f x  in the range ( , )a b ,then ( )f x is convex in the range ( , )a b ;
Theorem 2. ( )f x is a convex function in the pure interval.

Proof: suppose there exists a range [ , ]l uv v in the remain-to-be-divided data set S,
where:
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n is the capacity of data set S ;
c is the number of class in S ;

ix is the number of records whose value is less than or equal to lv in class i ;

iy is the number of records whose value is less than or equal to uv in class i ;

iC is the number of all records in class i ;

ln is the number of records whose value is less than and equal to lv ;

un is the number of records whose value is less than and equal to uv ;

According to equation (2), the value of DGini value at point lv is as follows:

2 2

1 1
( , ) (1 ( ) ) (1 ( ) )

c cD l i l i i
i i i

l l
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     (4)

For a pure range[ , ]b tv v of kC , in the equation (3), ( 1,2, , )ix i c  represents that the

number of records in kth class is kx , when only kx changes, make kx x , kc C , then
equation (3) can be transformed as a function of x . For Equation (3), make:

2 2 2 2

1 1 1

, , ( ) ( )
c c c

l i i i i
i i i

n x A x x B x c cx D c x
  

          

Where , , ,A B C D are constant which over 0, then Equation (3) can be transformed as a
function of x . Just as Equation (5) shows:

2 2( )
( ) 1

( ) ( )

B x D C x
f x

n A x n n A x

  
  

  
(5)

The first-order derivation of Equation (5) is:

2 2

2 2

1 ( )
'( ) ( )
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f x
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The second-order derivation of Equation (5) is:

2 3

3 3

2 ( )
''( ) ( )

( ) ( )

A B n A x D
f x

n A x n A x

   
  

  
(6)

As , , ,A B C D all are constant values over or equal to zero,
30, , ( )ix n n A x A x     and 3( )n A x  are both values over zero, then ''( ) 0f x  .

According to theorem 1, it’s known that the function ( )f x in the range [ , ]b tv v are convex
function.

Theorem 3. In the attribute table of continuous attribute, if the class of the two tuples
which decide the splitting point v are the same, there exists at least another splitting point 'v
whose Gini value is smaller than the Gini value of splitting point v .
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According to theorem 2, it is known that the minimal value in the pure interval [ , ]b tv v of

kC can only be possible to exist at the border point of the interval. Numeric attributes are
generally Gaussian distribution [19], so there are a lot of pure intervals divided in equal width
interval. As a result, pruning can be done directly between pure intervals as long as the Gini
value of each pure interval’s border point is calculated; for those non-pure intervals, firstly judge
if the class of the two tuples which decide the splitting point v are the same, only when it is not,
the calculation of the Gini should be done.

4.2. Trend Selection Method
As the attribute value of DGini is continuous, trend selection method should be firstly

adopted to estimate the lower limiting value of DGini for those non-pure intervals.  Suppose for
j , the minimal slope exists at point 1v , replace jx with jy , use the Equation (3) to calculate the

new value of DGini . If 1( , ) ( , )D D
uGini S a v Gini S a v   , then the value of DGini in the

range [ , ]l uv v is convex which results in the pruning of this range. The value of DGini

candidate splitting point is 1min{ ( , ), ( , )}D D
uGini S a v Gini S a v  . The trend selection

based candidate segmentation algorithm is as follows:

Figure 3. TESTCASE Algorithm

Gini
Value

值域

Ginilow

Ginimin

Figure 4. Candidate Interval and Estimate Gini Lower

Algorithm 2: TESTCASE
Input: The data set size n , number of records less than or equal to lv is ln , the

number of intervals c .
Output: Candidate splitting point v and lowGini which is the value of DGini

Step 1 Initialize the candidate set {1,2, , }cs c 

Step 2 Set =1lowGini , calculate the DGini of each interval’s border point, choose

the minimal value as _can lowGini

Step 3 Substitute every class in cs into equation (4), let the slope of j be minimal

Step 4 Replace jx with jy in vector x , then calculate DGini

Step 5 If the new DGini is less than lowGini , then replace lowGini with the new
DGini , and delete j from cs , finally turn to step 3.

Step 6 Estimate = min{ , ( , ), ( , )}D D
low low l uGini Gini Gini S a v Gini S a v 

Step 7 If _low can lowGini Gini then delete j , then to step 3.
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At last, search the optimal splitting point in the candidate range. Figure 4 displays the
range distribution and the situation lowGini and _can lowGini , in the example region, the
columnar with shadow are candidate interval.

4.3. The SPRINT Algorithm Based on Trend Selection
Based on trend selection method, this paper proposes a SPRINT algorithm based on

trend selection (TESTSPRINT in short). This algorithm adopts width first strategy to build
decision tree and evaluate numeric attribute with the use of Gini index. The proposed algorithm
deals with numeric attribute through pure interval reduction method and trend based selection
method, decreases computation amount with the help of pruning on the range of continuous
attribute, and finally pick the optimal splitting point in a short time. Detail description of
TESTSPRINT is as follows:

Figure 5. TESTSPRINT Algorithm

In this algorithm, set T , 1T and 2T represents a node of the tree separately and 1T and

2T are the child node of T . Because there is only one optimal splitting point for each attribute,
the final decision tree is a binary one.

4.4. Algorithm Analysis
As TESTSPRINT algorithm has done many pruning between intervals and on candidate

splitting points, that is to say, the main advantages of this algorithm is constructing decision tree
rapidly while processing splitting problems on continuous attributes reasonably. The main
analysis on algorithm is focus on comparing the I/O requirement and time expense in building
decision tree using two different algorithms.

Suppose there exists n records in data set S , these records belong to c distinct
classes and are divided into q ranges in which the number of records is in , the number of non-

pure intervals in the improved algorithm is b .
(1) Preprocessing stage
When the attribute table is constructed in the SPRINT algorithm, one read operation

and one write operation are needed, its time complexity is ( )O n ; for each numeric attribute, two
read operation and two write operation are executed in presorting at the expense of ( log )O n n .

Algorithm 3:SPRINT algorithm based on trend selection
Input: Training set sample T
Output: Decision-making tree
Step 1 If T satisfies the stopping extension condition, then returns
Step 2 For those discrete attributes, scan the attribute list, refresh the count matrix to

decide the optimal splitting subsets of these attributes
Step 3 for those continuous attributes, divide the attribute into q ranges using equal-

width histogram, and build a partition histogram list
Step 4 Calculate the Gini value of each pure interval’s border point
Step 5 Prune on intervals using TESECASE algorithm
Step 6 Judge if the split tuples divided by the splitting point in the candidate interval

are the same, if yes, delete it.
Step 7 Find the optimal splitting point of the whole attribute
Step 8 Compare every attribute’s optimal splitting, choose the best one and divide T

into 1T and 2T

Step 9 Build decision-making tree for 1T and 2T recursively
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In algorithm TESTSPRINT, attribute table can be built with one read and write
operation, one more write operation is needed for constructing partition histogram table. Next
preprocessing stage consumes ( )O n time.

(2) Node construction stage
In SPRINT algorithm, in order to find the optimal splitting point for a numeric attribute, a

write operation should be done to the whole attribute table, so its time complexity is ( )O n ; it
takes ( )O n time to divide the attribute table and this action consists of one write operation and
one read operation.

In TESTSPRINT algorithm, estimating the Gini value of each interval’s border point
takes ( )O qc time; it needs ( )O n time to decide every non-pure interval’s records and to
construct a temporal interval attribute table; the worst case for calculating accurate Gini value

takes
1

( log )
b

i i i
i

O n n n c


 ; ( )O n time is consumed while splitting the attribute table.

In SPRINT algorithm, the main time expense is used to sort all records of the attribute
table in the whole process. The TESTSPRINT avoids overall sorting effectively and only go on
local sorting for non-pure intervals. At the same time, reduction on pure intervals, partial pruning
on non-pure intervals and pruning on candidate nodes reduce the calculation amount of Gini
value.

5. Experiment Verification
In this section, we will compare other algorithms to research the performance and

effectiveness of the SPRINT algorithm based on trend selection through experiments. In this
experiment, the data used is made up of the physical measurement data of 225 subjects in
Xinjiang Normal University and the usually used STATLOG data set for decision support. The
data items include height, weight, grip, step index and BMR value in which training set involves
150 tuples and test set includes 75 tuples. In the STATLOG data set, the Segment data set
includes 2310 records, Shuttle includes 58000 records and Satimage includes 6435 records.

All experiments in this paper are done in the same hardware and software environment.
The specific environment is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-25200 quad-core 64 bits 2.5GHz CPU and
4GB memory. The software environment is Windows 7-64 bits(professional) OS, all code is
written in Java(64 bit JDK) and Matlab (2012).

5.1. Algorithm Verification
To verify the accuracy and stability of the algorithm, this paper takes advantage of

STATLOG to testify the algorithm’s accuracy. The result is in Table 1.

Table 1. Exact Gini Value and Compute Value under Different Intervals of TESTSPRINT
Data set Accuracy

value
Number of intervals

200 100 20 25 10
Segment 0.714286 0.714286 0.714286 0.714286 0.714286 0.715799

Shuttle 0.175777 0.175777 0.175777 0.175777 0.175777 0.175777

Satimage 0.653167 0.653167 0.653167 0.653167 0.653167 0.653167

Just as Table 1, the splitting result of TESTSPRINT and SPRINT are basically the
same. The accuracy of TESTSPRINT reaches 99% or more, the result of accuracy is
acceptable.

5.2. Data Acquisition
In the test, we use HHIC/WL-100 Grip Measurement Tester to measure the power of

grip of the subjects. Power Scope: 5kgf ~99.9kgf, measurement distinguishability is 0.1kgf,
measurement error: ±0.3kgf. The subject holds the tester tightly, rotate grip distance adjusting
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knob to form a 90 degree by bending the second joint of index finger. Separate two feet
naturally, stay orthostatism, hang down two limbs, palm inward, don’t move arms from side to
side, no touch between tester and any part of the subject’s body, hold the tester with all his
strength. Two testsare done for each subject and the maximal record is chosen.

HHTC/TJ-100 step instrument is used to collect step index. Measurement scope: 0-300
times/minute, measurement distinguishability: one time, measurement error: ±1time. The
subject can do some slight preparation activity before tested, mainly for lower limbs. The
subjects do an up-down step every two seconds with the pace of the music. The pace of the
music is 120times/minute, 4 pace/time, the duration lasts for 3 minutes. The step height for boys
is 40cm and 35cm for girls. After the movement gets stopped, the subject sit quietly for 30
seconds, put the palms on the desktop, keep the fingers at the same height of the heart as
possible as the subject can. The conner tests the pulse of the subject using pulse testing
instrument. The test time lasts for 3.5 minutes until the test result is recorded.

The BMR measurement is tested by using InBody3.0 body composition analyzer in
basic condition.InBody3.0 takes no more than 2 minutes. Weight measurement scope:
10kg~25kg, age scope: 6~99 years old. InBody3.0 body composition analyzer test project
consists of BMR, BMI and weight (kg).

The above test results can be summarized to obtain the subjects’ corporeity. The format
of test data is just as Table 2 displays.

Table 2. Example Data Format
Age Sex Height

(cm)
Weight

(kg)
Grip
(kgf)

Step index
(time/minute) corporeity BMR

(J/(h·m2))
21 F 150 59.2 16 47 1 1300
20 F 170 55.2 27.8 52 2 1548
21 F 170 59.7 21.7 42 2 1501
19 F 163 53.9 24.1 52 2 1477
21 M 170 56.7 40.3 51 2 1604
19 M 175 54 37.2 57 1 1628
22 M 170 62.6 59.4 81 3 1793
20 F 162 58.5 35.7 46 3 1598
20 M 173 67.5 39.8 63 3 1952

5.3. Experiment Analysis
In ordinary body status judgment, we hope we can decide the body status of the subject

according to some simple measurement data. Thought BMR can achieve this purpose clinically,
it is complex at a high cost, making it not suitable for rapid test. As a result, we designed this
experiment according to the TESTSPRINT algorithm which takes height, weight, grip, step index
and some other basic data into consideration to support rapidly making decision on body status.
Finally, the accuracy of the result can be obtained by testing BMR values in training set.

Figure 6. Decision Tree Build by the Original SPRINT Algorithm
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There exists five description types like excellent, fine, healthy, sub-health and
unhealthy, then we use 0 to 4 to represent each type separately. Consequentially, we divided
the data set into five intervals to calculate the result in the experiment. The decision tree
constructed by raw SPRINT through example data is shown in Figure 6.

At the beginning, simulated analysis is done on training set data and test set data
separately. The results are displayed in Figure 7 and Figure 8 separately.

Figure 7. Training Set Data Diagram Figure 8. Test Set Data Diagram

From the start, we model the decision tree based on training set data, the estimation on
test set data is done later. Three categories and one outlier data are discovered. The accuracy
of the algorithm reaches 99.56% and the accuracy of raw SPRINT reaches 98.2%.

Wherein, the raw SPRINT and the proposed TESTSPRINT have different residual with
its residual interval graph which is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 9. Residuals and Residual Interval
Graph of Original SPRINT Algorithm

Figure 10. Residuals and Residual Interval
Graph of TESTSPRINT Algorithm

It is known in Figure 9 and Figure 10 that result from raw SPRINT has some noise data
which influences the accuracy of the result, but an improved result is obtained from
TESTSPRINT algorithm proposed in this paper. A conclusion is made that the TESTSPRINT
algorithm has a high accuracy in analyzing physical status data and its prediction ability is
acceptable.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work Prospects
6.1. Conclusion

This paper introduced the concept of pure interval, put forward trend selection method
and proposed the TESTSPRINT algorithm. There exists the following characteristic: Gini index
function in the pure intervals is convex, numeric attribute follow the rule of Gaussian distribution
[20] and first-order derivative of Gini exponential function can predict trend. Something is done to
optimize the numeric attribute in SPRINT algorithm with the help of above facts. It is proved in
the algorithm analysis that TESTSPRINT is an effective method. Of course, the numbers of
divided intervals do have some impact on the time consumed by the algorithm. So more has to
be done in picking proper size of intervals effectively to decrease the number of non-pure
intervals and sorting expense between intervals. What’s more, some optimization can be done
on pruning the candidate splitting point of non-pure intervals.

6.2. Future Work Prospects
With more and more importance attached to national physical quality by government

and citizens, physical monitoring data system tends to share data between different regions. So
far, our country has begun to build national physical and geographical information system [21],
badminton players’ tactical awareness test and other multi-media training systems [22]. In the
future, as the data size in DBS increases, the analysis for national physical data will adopt
distributed big data computation. As a result, more research should be done on distributed big
data computation while optimizing local data processing. On the other side, simple statistics is
used in current physical data analysis. For the purpose of mining deep connotation of physical
data to obtain more accurate conclusion, much more should be done in data mining algorithm
and its application in physical data analysis.
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